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Harald Bresselschmidt has earned worldwide recognition as the
owner and chef of Aubergine Restaurant, a gastronomic highlight
of Cape Town. “When I was 11 years old, I cooked an elaborate
Christmas feast for my family and it was then that I knew that would
be a Chef”. Harald began his culinary studies at 14 and achieved
his Diploma by just 17 years old making him the youngest chef in the
region. Growing up on the family farm in the pristine Eifel region of
Germany instilled in him a love for nature and an appreciation for
natural produce.
His early experiences in a small hotel near Esternach on the
Luxembourg border taught him the basics of classical cuisine and
impressed upon him the value of making everything from scratch.
The following 11 years saw Harald working in kitchens in Germany,
Holland, London and Switzerland before being awarded his Masters
of Gastronomy and Kitchen Management from the Heidelberg Hotel
School.
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When the famed Grand Roche Hotel of Paarl
came to Germany scouting for a new head chef,
Harald jumped at the chance of a new adventure.
He arrived in South Africa in 1992 on a 2-year
contract, fell in love with the country and met his
wife to be. Thereafter Harald spent a year cooking
in France followed by a brief stint at Rhebokskloof
Wine Farm while looking for premises to house his
own restaurant.

AUBERGINE DINING ROOM

In the historic Gardens area he found a charming
old building. Once the home of the first Chief
Justice of the Cape, the building has a rich
epicurean legacy. Harald felt a resonance between
the classic ambience and his personal style and
opened Aubergine Restaurant in 1996. The name
Aubergine stems from a love of the vegetable. He
is inspired by the contrast between the dark skin
and light flesh and has incorporated Aubergines
into a number of his signature dishes.
Initially many of the ingredients we take for granted
today, were not available in South Africa. As new
items such as Kalahari truffles, Asian vegetables
and farmed abalone became available Harald
introduced them into his dishes. His cuisine is
constantly evolving, but a classic base underlies all
the innovations and he places great importance
on keeping foods in as natural a form as possible.
He strives to maintain the texture and flavor of
ingredients and enhance them through marination.
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THE BEST OF RABBIT WITH WHITE BEANS AND PUREE, SPINACH SALAD
WITH PUMPKIN SEEDS AND FRIED POTATO DISCS
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WG magazine speaks with Harald Bresselschmidt…

DUCK LIVER PARFAIT WRAPPED IN BAUMKUCHEN TOPPED
WITH PISTACHIO NUTS AND SET ON A RIESLING GELEE

Harald’s passion for cooking…
I was born in the pristine Eifel Region of Germany
close to the Belgian border. As a child I was strongly
influenced by life on a working dairy farm, instilling
in me a love of the land and an appreciation for
fresh produce. When I was 11 years old, I cooked
an elaborate Christmas feast for my family and
it was then that I knew that I would be a Chef. I
began my culinary studies at 14 and achieved my
Chef’s Diploma at just 17 years old.
Your cuisine is constantly evolving, keeping the
food in its natural form as possible. A composition
of textures, flavors enhanced through marination
and in perfect harmony on each plate…
I use a variety of vegetables and in-season
mushrooms in a dish and usually two sauces, juices
or oils. A plate should keep evolving with different
flavours until the very last mouthful. If you layer a
dish in this way with different flavours then a good
structured wine will also pair with it beautifully.
We steer away from minimalistic protein-driven
combinations.
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MASALA-STYLE YELLOWTAIL WITH DHAL VADDES
AND YOGHURT RAITA
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You learned the basics of classical cuisine which
then took you kitchen in Germany, Holland, London
and Switzerland…
Gaining experience by working with good chefs is a
key for one’s preparation to be a creative chef and
one who is prepared for the challenges a chef’s
life.

AUBERGINE DINING ROOM

I can create dishes just by looking at ingredients as
I know exactly how they will evolve, look and taste.
This helps greatly with my food and wine pairing
where I often taste wines weeks before a function
and then execute the pairing dishes on the day.
The process of creating a new dish…
Often the best dishes I create are those ‘A la minute’
as the fresh ingredients arrive in the kitchen. I do
not create a dish to be on the menu for long periods
of time, mainly because the seasons change rather
quickly here in South Africa. I do not specifically
therefore ‘design’ dishes but rather create them
intuitively and in anticipation of how I would love
to enjoy them.
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RACK OF WILD BOAR WITH SOUR FIG SAUCE,
PERSIMMON & BRUSSELS SPROUTS
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Ingredients that inspire you and your favourite
ingredients…
Locally grown Black Perigord Truffles are now
being harvested in South Africa. They bring back
memories from my earlier years in Europe cooking
with truffles.
Oils, vinegars and other sources of acidity;
aubergines for their versatility; mushrooms for
texture and as a wine pairing component; venison
and seafood are also inspiring and Indian spices
an absolute necessity.
Special cooking techniques…
Curing of ingredients to solidify the texture. A
Sous Vide bath as a vehicle but not as a complete
cooking method.
What keeps you motivated?

CRAYFISH WITH SALMON ROE, FRIED LETTUCE
AND ORANGE SAUCE

Running my restaurant so that it stays successful.
Teaching, mentoring and guiding the next
generation
Being a chef is perceived as a glamorous profession,
your advice to chefs entering the kitchen for the first
time…
That chefs are craftsmen and not born artists. Too
much of the bright lights and ‘glamour’ as a chef
and restaurateur detracts from the raison d’etre of
being a chef, one who is close to the stove. And this
is my motto.
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WILDEBEEST SEARED IN A BLACK PEPPER & CORIANDER CRUST
WITH ARTICHOKE CONFIT AND RASPBERRY-BALSAMIC VINAIGRETTE
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